Aspiring poets learn about the outdoors

By KELLI FLANAGAN

Duncan High School rising senior Angela Escoto, fore,

They appeared in their own poems under a diversity

The trees will burn, and I will burn,

Little by little this brush may burn,

three, rainbow trout, the moon.

“Voices of Youth” poetry reading is hosted at Sierra Meadows.
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days of backpacking in the Yosemite

Five days into their first backpacking expedition,

What is a person but a collection of feelings:

Rapoport shared.

“Hours of soul searching and wordsmithing and

My cocoon, my home.

I t is not easy to make it to college, let alone complete

To see what sticks, ARC

You can do this,

Back to normal,

The trees will burn, and I will burn,

At the Yosemite group was not

To know the sound of

At one moment, the self can

This smaller home gives me time to think about what I can

“Nature is important because of the venue it pro

Research shows that wilderness/outdoor experi

To know the sound of

It’s not easy to make it to college, let alone complete

— Yuli Yadira, 11th grade, Oakland International
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